UNIVERSITY COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING, ARIYALUR
(A Constituent College of Anna University, Chennai)

ASSOCIATION OF CIVIL ENGINEERING

CENTRA 2K16
PROUDLY PRESENTS

"CHOLA BUILT"
[A TRIBUTE TO THE GREAT KING RAJENDRA CHOLA]

ONE DAY NATIONAL LEVEL TECHNICAL SYMPOSIUM

EVENTS
- PAPER PRESENTATION
- POSTER PRESENTATION
- CODE CRACKING
- TECHNICAL QUIZ
- CADD
- CONNECTION

CONVENOR : Mr. G. VIJAYAKUMAR M.E., M.B.A.,
STAFF CO-ORDINATOR: Dr. V. VENKATESAN Ph.D.,
PRESIDENT : Selvan. M. SRIDHARAN (7639401084)
SECRETARY : Selvan. S. KADHAR MYDEEN (8608219736)

REGISTRATION FEES: ₹ 200
DEADLINE : 19.03.2016
INTIMATION: 21.03.2016

- civilcentra2k16@gmail.com
- 9965792800
- 8124079886